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	Machine Type: Vertical CNC Mill
	Manufacturer: Haas
	Model: VM 3 Mold Maker
	Counting: No
	Cycles Input Source: N/A
	RunIdleInput Source: Coolant Pump
	Scrap Input Source: N/A
	Setup Input Source: N/A
	Inhibit  Connected to: Estop
	Additional Notes: For this machine we only needed to find a signal for the run/idle input and the right place to connect the inhibit relay.  No cycle input was needed because they were only interested in tracking uptime and downtime.  Essentially the customer just makes parts on demand for either new dies or to repair existing dies.  After a little time studying the operation we decided to get the run/idle signal from the coolant pump which is always on when the mandrel is cutting. -Input Wiring: Using a 110 VAC Relay, wire its coil to energize when the Hass coolant pump turns on. Then wire that relay’s normally open contacts i.e., one side to TB 2 pin 5 (24 VDC) and the other side to TB 2 pin 2 (Run/Idle) on the SMI 2 board.-Machine Inhibit: To inhibit the machine, we wired the SMI 2’s inhibit relay dry contacts (TB 5 pins 4&5) in series with the machine’s E-stop circuit.  -Programming/Configuration: We enabled the Run/Idle input and programmed a 30 second off delay to account for the time it takes for the different tools to auto rotate into place,The information contained in this data sheet describes how we were able to obtain the required signals for this particular machine. Each machine is different in design and it may be necessary to contact your machine manufacturer for help obtaining the right signals. You can also contact our tech support group at 800-586-8324 option 3 for assistance.Rev A (11/7/2019)
	Machine Photo: 
	Industry: [Fab]


